1. This road sign says.._________.

1) No parking  2) No horn  3) No ‘U’ turn  4) Stop

2. The baby of tiger is.....

1) cub  2) calf  3) kid  4) pup

3. The lion lives in

1) kennel..  2)den  3) stable  4) shed

4. Find the name of one hidden animal from the grid and choose the correct option.

```
g k e h
q g i r
b e a r
m o i n
```

1) lion  2) tiger  3) giraffe  4) bear

5. Choose the correct sentence.

1) I is a teacher  2) I am a teacher  3) I are a teacher  4) I will a teacher
6. Encircle the correct option.

Dre -- --
1) ee  2) ll  3) ss  4) tt

7. See the picture and choose the correct option

1) Coconut tree  2) palm tree  3) Mango tree  4) Areca nut tree

8. Choose the correct synonym for the underlined word.

He is chopping the vegetables.
1) cutting  2) mixing  3) grinding  4) washing

9. Identify the correct adjective.

An Elephant is the --------- animal.
1) big  2) bigger  3) biggest  4) as big as

10. Correct the Rhyming pairs.

1) vain, rain  2) make, grey  3) cake, pray  4) lake, way

11. Encircle the correct option. fulfi _______

1) e e  2) l l  3) s s  4) t t

12. Find out the noun.

1) kala  2) looks  3) beautiful  4) today

Choose the correct synonyms for underlined word.

13. Apple is my favourite fruit.

1) hate  2) loved  3) known  4) familiar
14. Circle the correct rhyming pair.
   1) kind, see  2) tall, ball  3) find, bee  4) tall, talk

15. She opened the .... and filled the bucket with water.
   1) tape  2) top  3) tap  4) tub

Choose the correct antonym.

16. The first dog is **big** and the second dog is ......
   1) large  2) tall  3) small  4) short

Choose the correct plural for the word.

17. “knife”
   1) knife  2) knifes  3) knives  4) knifis

18. Choose the meaningful sentence.

   1) Beno had in front of his house a beautiful garden.
   2) In front of his house a beautiful garden Beno had.
   3) Beno had a beautiful garden in front of his house.
   4) In front of Beno house a beautiful garden Beno had

19. The fan is ---- the table.
   1) between  2) on  3) under  4) below

20. - - - - boy is standing near the table.
   1) some  2) an  3) a  4) many
21. The sun is shining and the day is _________
   1) cool   2) hot   3) windy   4) rainy

22. Choose the correct sentence.
   1) You was watching T.V.   2) You is watching T.V.
   3) You are watching T.V.   4) You am watching T.V.

23. Pick out the odd one:
   1) Beans   2) grapes   3) carrot   4) brinjal

24. Choose the correct option:
   One who looks after the sheep is called _________
   1) butcher   2) farmer   3) shepherd   4) carpenter

25. Find out the verb.
   1) Seetha   2) Eats   3) Chocolates   4) daily

26. Frame a sentence using the words given in the substitution table. 1x1=1

Seetha is a girl

am
are

--------------------

27. Listen to the Teacher and the Write the Words.  \(4 \times \frac{1}{2} = 2\)

28. Read the following Sentences:--  \(2 \times 1 = 2\)--

   1. Puppy is a small dog.
   2. My Classroom is neat and clean.